Summary. Empirical constraints on the outer atmospheric structure of <7 Boo are derived using spectra obtained with the International Ultraviolet Explorer {IUE) satellite at high resolution. The methods can be applied to giant stars later than ~K0 which lie on the 'wind' side of the 'corona/wind division' in the H-R diagram. The methods are based on the interpretation of emission-line fluxes and profiles, combining emission measures, column density measurements from opacity sensitive line ratios and electron density measurements from Cn] line ratios. The constraints so-derived apply only to the emission regions where most of the flux is created and by themselves say nothing about cooler material and regions with small emission measures. This is the most complete examination of a 'non-coronal' star using the available diagnostic emission lines accessible to IUE.
rather than collisional processes (see review by Jordan & Judge 1984) . X-ray fluxes have upper limits which are several orders of magnitude smaller than those expected if the stars possess hot solar-like coronae (Ayres et al. 1981a) . Instead these stars possess cool, relatively massive (A/^10
-10 M o /yr) low-velocity stellar winds (V" wind <V" esc , the escape velocity at the surface) as inferred by circumstellar absorption components in e.g. Can // and K lines (see the review by Reimers 1981) . Owing to the low electron temperatures and unexpected importance of radiative processes, little modelling work has been done for these stars since the early work of Linsky and co-workers using the Ca n H and K and IR lines and the Mgn h and k lines. These line fluxes are sensitive to material with temperatures Te<8000K. gives a list of stars for which such models are available. Recent studies of the assumptions involved in making these models for low-gravity stars have cast some doubt on their accuracy (Drake & Linsky 1983a) , and it is fair to say that the structure of the outer atmospheres of these stars is relatively poorly understood. The aim of this work is to derive as much additional information as possible about the outer atmosphere of cool giants and supergiants using the best available IUE data obtained to date. This paper sets out the methods in the context of a Boo (K2III), a star that has been the subject of many observational studies, notably those of Griffin & Griffin (1967) , Mackle et al. (1915) , Ayres & Johnson (1977) , Lambert & Ries (1981) and Bell, Edvardsson & Gustafsson (1985) . The fundamental stellar parameters are well determined and they are listed in Table 1 . Ayres & Linsky (1975) (henceforth AL) have modelled the upper photosphere and chromosphere of or Boo by matching empirically the observed resonance lines of Can H and K and Mgn h and k with those computed in a model hydrostatic atmosphere.
The IUE spectra of a Boo show many features that are typical of the 'non-coronal' giants. This paper is concerned only with the interpetation of lines whose atomic data can be used reliably to constrain the outer atmospheric structure of the star. These are referred to as 'diagnostic' emission lines. Two companion papers are in preparation (Judge 1986a, b to be published), one (paper II) applying the analysis given here to the stars orTau (K5III) and ß Gru (M5III) and the other (paper III) discussing the excitation mechanisms for the strong emission lines of neutral species (especially Si) observed in these stars. Paper III uses results from the first two papers.
The remainder of this paper is divided into six sections: Section 2 describes the reduction and measurement of the IUE data; in Section 3 some preliminary results are obtained prior to the main analysis; in Section 4 the methods used to derive the empirical constraints are described. These are based on electron-density measurements, emission-measure analysis and determinations of the optical depths of emission lines. Section 5 deals with the excitation processes in the low-density emission regions in these stars, with a compilation of the atomic data necessary for the interpretation of the absolute emission-line fluxes. In Section 6 empirical constraints on the Constraints on a Boo 121 Hoffleit & Jashek (1982) Angular diameter from Ayres, Simon & Linsky (1982) Flux at the star/ Flux at the earth: from o' Ayres & Johnson (1977) From V and d
From o' and d Ayres, Simon & Linsky (1982) From R* and T e ff Ayres & Johnson (1977) From R* and log g Lambert & Ries (1981) Notes: a Logarithmic abundance of metals relative to the Sun. Adopted abundances are those of Allen (1973) with the relative abundances of Lambert & Ries (1981) .
outer atmospheric structure of a Boo are derived using the observed line fluxes and widths with the atomic and radiative models given in previous sections and these constraints are used to make comparisons with the AL model of ör Boo. Finally in the conclusions (Section 7) the main results of this work are discussed together with some suggestions for future work.
2 Data reduction and measurement a Boo has been observed many times with IUE as part of a general study of the outer atmospheres of late-type stars [Linsky & Haisch 1979; Stencel et al. 1981; Ayres, Marstad & Linsky 1981b; Ayres, Moos & Linsky 1981c; Ayres, Simon & Linsky 1982b (henceforth ASL); Carpenter, Wing & Stencel 1985b] , and the data used here have been obtained by several observers, including the present author. The IUE satellite, instrumentation and in-flight-performance have been described by Boggess et al. (1978a Boggess et al. ( , 1978b . Table 2 summarizes the images used here. The large aperture was used in all cases, in the high-resolution (HIRES) mode.
SPECTRUM EXTRACTION AND CALIBRATION
Except for image SWP11039 which a processed by ASL in an earlier analysis, all the spectra have been extracted from the photometric image file of the standard IUE Guest Observer package 122 P. G. Judge Table 3 have been taken directly from this paper.
using the program iuedr (Giddings 1982) . This was done in essentially the same way as described by using the VAX 11/780 computer at the Rutherford-Appleton laboratory node of STARLINK. First, the images were scanned across several orders perpendicular to the dispersion direction and the 'spectrum shifts' (difference in the expected and actual positions of echelle orders in this direction) were determined and the necessary corrections applied. Each order to be extracted was then scanned perpendicular to the dispersion direction over an emission feature and the appropriate sizes of the object and background slits were determined in order to include all the signal. No 'auto-tracking' was used for the SWP images and most LWR images since the continuum signal is too weak for the algorithm to work, and also strong signal in neighbouring orders or from large noise spots can divert the extraction template from where the 'true' signal lies. The background extraction within iuedr automatically rejects 'bad' pixels after an initial smoothing and filtering, which effectively removes 'hotspots' and other small-scale image defects from the background which are abundant in the very long exposures used. The photowrite representations of the photometric images were used to identify further image defects and broad, weak stellar features which are not clearly visible in the extracted spectra.
At short wavelengths in all the WE cameras there is some degree of overlapping signal between adjacent orders. This was not a problem here since none of the observed emission lines overlap with those in adjacent orders.
Ripple correction was only applied as standard within iuedr since there is an insufficient number of well-exposed features which appear in adjacent orders with which to adjust empirically the ripple calibration. As an indication of the probable errors involved the differences between the fluxes of the O i lines appearing in orders 105 and 106 amount to only ~10 per cent, i.e. within the flux calibration error (next paragraph).
The absolute flux calibration used was that of Bohlin & Holm (1980) (for low resolution) merged with the high-resolution/low-resolution ratios of Cassatella, Ponz & Selvelli (1981) for emission-line objects. This calibration was chosen owing to the nature of the spectrum and also the way in which the extraction slits were determined. Ayres (1985, private communication) A consistent relative wavelength scale has been defined for the SWP spectra by choosing the 'zero' to be the mean of Gaussian fits of the well exposed intersystem lines of Ci(2 1993.62), Oi(21641.30) and Si (21900.29,21914.70) . These lines were selected because they will be shown here to have optical depth r 0 <l and also to be formed roughly in the same part of the stellar outer atmosphere (paper III). This scale differs insignificantly from that of ASL some of whose results are used here (SWP 11039), even though they include some optically thick lines in their wavelength calibration.
Tracings of the spectra are not reproduced here since they may be found in the earlier studies of #Boo, except for those from SWP20044 which have been included in the paper by Ayres et al. (1986, to be published). Table 3 contains a list of all features observed in the SWP exposures. This may be regarded as a complete list of all features detectable at the limit of the IUE HIRES sensitivity because of the extremely long exposure SWP 20044 of 1290 min. Not all of the emission-line data will be discussed in this paper -only those lines with reliable atomic data will be used to constrain the atmospheric structure. Table 4 contains only a short list of those LWR lines for which reliable atomic models are available. There are many other emission lines of neutrals and singly ionized ions in the LWR range, notably lines of Sii, Mgi and Fen, which could provide additional constraints once the line-formation processes and atomic data are known. For a more complete list see Carpenter et al. (1985b) . These lines are not discussed here but in principle some Fe n lines will be useful in supplementing the present work (Brown, Ferraz & Jordan 1980) . The program dipso (Howarth & Maslen 1984) was used to obtain the emission-line parameters given in Tables 3 and 4 . Many of the lines have a near-Gaussian profile and for these a least-squares fit has been made to deduce the values of F* (the line-integrated flux at the stellar surface), FWHM (the full-width at half-maximum intensity in Doppler units of km s -1 ) and V L (the centroid velocity of the Gaussian fit in the same units for SWP data only) given in the tables. For lines with clearly non-Gaussian profiles only F* derived by direct integration over the emission profile is tabulated. The scaling factor F*/F® (the flux at the stellar surface/the flux at the Earth) is given in Table 1 . V L is measured on the relative scale defined above (a +ve sign indicates a redshift). Laboratory wavelengths are from Kelly (1982) for the SWP lines and from Kelly (1979) for the LWR lines. Uncertainties in the F* and FWHM measurements estimated from the rms deviations of the fits to the observed lines are typically 10 per cent. The error in assigning V L values to noisy IUE HIRES data has been discussed by Ayres et al. (1983) , who showed that the 'single-line measurement error' of ±5kms~l of Leckrone (1980) based on studies of weak interstellar absorption lines provides a good estimate of their measured standard deviations of emission lines.
SPECTRUM MEASUREMENT
The spectral resolution of the IUE HIRES spectrographs has been studied by Imhoff (1983) , who found that the point spread function is approximately Gaussian with an instrumental FWHM/£/£-25 km s' 1 (2/A2 -1.2xl0 4 ). However, the widths of the calibration lines used by
Imhoff have a scatter of <±5 km s" 1 for a given wavelength region. Therefore only lines with 124 P. G. Judge A feature of dipso used here is the fitting of Gaussian profiles simultaneously to several lines keeping some of the fitting parameters (e.g. relative wavelengths, widths and intensities) fixed to laboratory (or theoretical) values. An important application is to the density-sensitive line ratios within the Cn] >12325 multiplet which is discussed in Section 4.1.
Preliminary discussion
Before studying the emission lines in detail some preliminary results are derived which provide necessary starting points for the main analysis.
EFFECTS OF CIRCUMSTELLAR MATERIAL AND THE ISM
Since the following analysis depends on the correct interpretation of integrated line fluxes F* and linewidths FWHM, the effects of scattering and extinction in the circumstellar (CS) shell and the ISM have been investigated.
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P. G. Judge Table 4 . Emission-line parameters for LWR data. The laboratory wavelength (/l lab , from Kelly 1979), identification (ID), flux at the star (T 7 *) and line full-width at half-maximum intensity (FWHM) are tabulated. This is not intended to be a complete line list but a list of those lines whose line formation processes and atomic data are sufficiently well known to place constraints on atmospheric structure. 1 and the text). b F* obtained by integration over the emission profiles, FWHM from fitting only the line cores (i.e. omitting the blue emission wings, see ASL for the /c-line profile).
The IR data from IRAS made available at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory node of STARLINK, and the data compiled by Gezari, Shmitz & Mead (1984) show no evidence of a dust shell at temperatures above -50 K and therefore extinction in the CS shell is assumed to be negligible. Scattering of radiation in the CS shell is clearly important in determining some line profiles and may affect the interpretation of FWHM (Section 3.3). However , current estimates of CS column densities (Drake & Linsky 1983b) show that the scattering is conservative, so that the integrated flux F* remains unaffected, providing photons are last scattered within the 10 x 20 arcsec large slot of WE. There is no evidence to the contrary in the IUE photowrites, so it is concluded that scattering in the CS envelope has no effect in the emission-measure analysis given below.
a Boo is so close (10.9 pc) that extinction by dust in the ISM is found to be negligible [estimates give A (2 = 1500 A)-0.003 mag.]. However, scattering of line radiation by atoms in the ISM may remove significant flux from the observed emission lines. There is no clear evidence of interstellar absorption features in the /£/£ spectra except for HLyman-or and possibly the C1/11657 blend, but the resolution of IUE may be insufficient to resolve any other narrow absorption features Constraints on a Boo 127 which could remove significant flux. Estimates show that the effects are small enough to be neglected (e.g. less than 15 percent oftheOi/l 1302.86 flux would be removed from the line). The effects of the ISM are therefore neglected henceforth.
OPTICAL DEPTHS
An important starting point for the atomic calculations given below is a knowledge of the optical depths of the emission lines. As shown by Jordan (1967) and discussed in Section 4.3 the relative fluxes of lines sharing a common upper level can be used to measure the line centre optical depths r 0 . Limits to r 0 can also be deduced for lines sharing a common upper level simply by comparing the observed ratio with the optically thin ratio. Table 5 lists the r 0 measurements for a Boo together with the atomic data used. These optical depths will be converted to column densities in Section 6 using the atomic excitation models in Section 5 and estimates of the 'line broadening parameter', b. (Section 3.3) giving useful constraints on the regions of line formation.
3.3 line profiles: widths (fwhm) and shifts (V l )
The majority of the values of FWHM in Tables 3 and 4 are considerably larger than FWHM/ t / £ (-25 km s _1 ) and so the stellar linewidths FWHM* can be derived, assuming
Gaussian profiles, using:
In later work a 'line broadening parameter', 6 = FWHM*/2 V In2 will be adopted. Inspection of values of FWHM in Table 3 shows that the permitted lines with high /-values are significantly broader than those intersystem and forbidden lines with small/-values. This indicates that such Further values of b can be estimated from lines known to have r 0 >l because as Ayres et al. (1982a) state the FWHM of a line with optical depth Tq>\ is a factor F thick / thin =1.2 N (lnro-F0.37) larger than the FWHM of a line with r 0 <l under otherwise identical source conditions. Thus scaling from the r 0 values given in Table 5 and Alii] (6 = 20km s" 1 ) and the optically thin neutrals is clearly real and its significance is discussed further below (Section 6). Meanwhile ¿> = 8kms -1 is adopted.
The only measurable significant line shifts (i.e. with |U L |>5kms -1 ) are to the red: 0121304.86(+23kms" 1 ), Ci21656.27(+10kms" 1 ), Cn21335.71 (+38kms" 1 ) and the Mgii lines which have ^=20-30 km s -1 (see fig. 3 of ASL). These lines all have r 0 >l so that this is not a simple Doppler shift but a redward asymmetry resulting from scattering of radiation in an accelerating outflow (and/or a decelerating inflow) (see Hummer & Rybicki 1969) . These asymmetries will ultimately have to be reproduced by a realistic dynamic model of the atmosphere and wind. Such a model allows the study of velocity gradients since the observed shifts are different for lines of different opacity and excitation. The asymmetries of the Can and Mgn lines in or Boo have been examined by various authors (Chiu et al. 1917; ASL; Drake & Linsky 1984; Drake 1985) with the aim of determining mass-loss rates. However, Drake & Linsky (1983a) show that the fitting of an observed profile by models is not unique, so that accurate quantitative interpetation of the asymmetries should await constraints on the atmospheric structure such as are derived below. For the time being it is simply noted that these profiles show that scattering of radiation is occurring in regions of an accelerted outflow which must eventually reach the final wind speed in or Boo of -40-50 km s -1 .
Electron densities, emission measures and column densities
In this section the methods used to constrain models of the outer atmosphere using the observed emission lines are described. Here the frequency-integrated absolute fluxes and linewidths of Constraints on a Boo 129 observed emission lines are used from spectra which are necessarily spatially and temporally averaged. Time-scales of atomic processes (Section 5.2) and of variations in observed fluxes (^20 per cent variation in e.g. Mgn h and k between IUE observations over several years) show that a time-independent analysis is valid. The derived constraints therefore apply to a spatially 'averaged' model which spans conditions in a potentially inhomogeneous atmosphere. The integrated flux of an optically thick (but effectively thin) emission line does not use all the information available in the profile but neither is it sensitive to the undetermined factors governing the scattering of radiation in the line (notably extended geometry and velocity fields, Drake & Linsky 1983a) . Eventually both fluxes and profiles should be used self-consistently, but it is important to obtain first sufficient constraints in the atmospheric structure to permit spectrum synthesis calculations in realistic models. Stencel etal. (1981) and Carpenter, Brown & Stencel (1985a) used the ratios of four lines within the Cn]22325 multiplet to derive electron densities A r e~3 xl0 8 cm -3 in ötBoo, with some discrepancies between the various line ratio determinations. In the absence of accurate atomic data their atomic model was based upon preliminary semi-empirical oscillator and collision strengths. Recently Lennon et al. (1985) have computed the required atomic data and they conclude that the atomic models used by Stencel et al. and by Carpenter et al. lead to underestimates of the electron density, although the discrepancy is on average only a factor ~3 and not 5 as Lennon et al. suggest. The data of Lennon et al. should be of high accuracy and have been adopted here.
THE ELECTRON DENSITY N e
In order to obtain a reliable N e measurement for a Boo the spectra from images LWR 8728 and LWR 15999 were added, weighted in the ratio of their exposure times, dipso was then used to fit the resulting spectrum using relative wavelengths constrained to be equal to the laboratory values. In or Boo it appears that the Feii2 2327.40 line dominates the blend with Cn]2 2326.9 upon which ratios R 2 and R 3 of Stencel ct al. depend. Higher resolution spectra should become available from the Space Telescope's High-Resolution Spectrograph (2/A2~10 5 ) which should allow R 2 and R 2 to be determined. However, the IUE results do indicate that a value of W e -5 xl0 9 cm 3 is likely in a Boo, significantly higher than the previous estimates cited above.
The difference is due almost equally to the improved extraction of the observed ratios and to the new atomic data. This values is a factor -2.5 higher than the values of N e in the model Table 6 . Measurements of the electron density N Q . Line ratios and deduced log(Af e ) (cm -3 ) measurements are tabulated from the C ii]A 2325 multiplet, together with the ratios and limits on N e from the Si ii]/l 2335 multiplet. See Section 4.1 for a discussion of these measurements. 
(see text)
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Adopted log N e 9.7 130 P. G. Judge chromosphere of AL, which yields emergent flux ratios giving N e =2x 10 9 cm -3 (see Section 6.3).
The observed ratios and deduced values of N c are given in Table 6 . The intensity ratios of lines in the Sin] 3s 2 3p 2 P°^>3s3p 2A P multiplet near A2335 can also, in principle, be used to determine the electron density. The relevant atomic data have now been calculated (Dufton & Kingston 1985) . Since Sin] has the same term structure as Cn], three independent ratios can also be derived from the atomic model. However, in practice the spectra of aBoo show that the transition A2344.20 ( 4 P3/2~> ^s/z) is strongly blended with Fen UV (3) (A 2344.28,2343.50) and Fe n UV(35) (A 2343.96). Only lower limits to the equivalent of ratios R 2 and R 3 of Stencel et al. are therefore available (see Table 6 ). The lower limits to the electron densities derived from these ratios are consistent with the Cn] determinations in all three stars, but the Fen blends are so strong that N e measurements are not possible. Hence in practice, only the blended ratio AE* [==F(A2334.61) + F(A2334.40)]/F(A2350.17) can be used to estimate the electron density. Dufton & Kingston (1985) have computed R* (their ratio Ri) and its increasing value with decreasing N e is shown in their fig. 1 . The observed ratio R* in or Boo is 2.5, (in orTau Rt = 2.9; ßGm Rt = 2.3). These ratios all lie well below the value of -4 predicted as the high density (A e - 10 13 
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The technique of emission-measure analysis is well established from solar and stellar work (Pottasch 1964; Jordan & Wilson 1971; . However, the method has not previously been applied to stars well to the right of the corona/wind division, so a summary of the method is given below before addressing in Section 5 some of the problems particular to these stars. The observed line integrated flux F* is compared with that computed in a model atom under a variety of excitation conditions to derive an emission measure locus E m . Thus one may write the flux just outside the stellar atmosphere in the transition from level j to i as: The integration is over the volume AV in which most of the flux is created. Nj(r) (cm -3 ) is the number density of atoms in state j at point r in the atmosphere which is determined from the atomic rate equations, assumed to be in statistical equilibrium (this is justified in Section 5.2). The factor P ;{ (r) is the probability that the photons escape from point r in the outward direction. The evaluation of NjP¡i for the lines of interest is discussed in Section 5.3.2, but for a line which is optically thin throughout AV, Pß is simply 1 minus the fractional solid angle subtended by the star at point r. Usually it is assumed that AV is a spherically symmetric shell between radii R* and T^ + A/?, where A/?^/?*, so that P ;i (r) = 1 /2, and then:
2 A Jr* as usually adopted.
A typical calculation of Nj involves the solution of an ion balance (b-f) equation and a bound-bound (b-b) rate equation. The statistical equilibrium equations may be solved in this approximation because the b-b rates greatly exceed the b-/rates over the regions where most of the observed flux is formed, for the usual case where lines are formed by electron collisions from the lower level i. For such a line formed in the coronal limit in a two-level atom one can re-write equation (3), using the equilibrium rate equations, to obtain the expression for the emission measure function E m (T e ) (cf. Brown, Ferraz & Jordan 1984) : (4) The symbols have their usual meanings (in particular Q ; y is the collision strength averaged over the Maxwellian distribution of electron energies), and g(T e ) is the strongly temperature dependent part of the solution of :
E^iTz) is the amount of material (/AeA H d/j) required to produce all of the flux in the emission line as if it were formed at a single temperature T e . It is not assumed here that the line is formed at a single temperature, rather the E m (T e ) loci so-derived from lines with different g(T e ) functions are used to identify the temperature (and if necessary density) ranges over which the lines are formed. The E m (T e ) loci give only an upper limit to the emission measure at a particular temperature. In main-sequence stars the more traditional assumption (Pottasch 1964 ) that a certain fraction of the line flux is formed over a particular range of T e is adopted. This is not meaningful here 132 P. G. Judge because in Section 6 it will be shown that the emission lines are formed well below the temperatures at the peak of the g(T e ) functions.
COLUMN DENSITIES FROM LINE RATIOS
As shown by Jordan (1967) and Brown et al. (1980) , further constraints on the atmospheric structure can be obtained by examining the relative fluxes of emission lines sharing a common upper level. The observed flux ratio of two such lines are compared to the theoretical ratios computed using the formula:
A i and Ài are the Einstein A-value and wavelength of transition labelled 1. q was shown by Osterbrock (1962) to be approximately equal to the escape probability of a photon in the line at optical depth r 0 /2, where the total optical depth of a plane slab is r 0 . This allows r 0 to be determined from the observed flux ratios for one of the lines (1, say) if line 2 is optically thin, since then ^2^ 1 - Jordan (1967) shows how to find out if q 2 =l by examining the ratios of the q's from the observed line ratios and from the theoretical ratio of the optical depths from the model atom.
Values of r 0 so-derived are listed in Table 5 . r 0 is then used to derive the hydrogen column density ¡N H dh, which is the mean column density at which the lines are formed, via:
^ Nion Vg; Nft J where the atomic populations are computed from the statistical equilibrium equations.
Atomic and radiative models for line excitation
Following a summary of the physical conditions in the outer atmospheres which can affect excitation models, the important atomic and radiative processes which determine the emission-line fluxes of the 'diagnostic' emission lines in late-type giant stars are identified. The effects of the scattering of radiation in optically thick lines are examined using results from probabilistic radiative transfer theory. Then the atomic models used are described with a judicious compilation of the best available appropriate data. The resulting models for line excitation will be applied in Section 6 to a Boo.
SUMMARY OF PHYSICAL CONDITIONS IN THE OUTER ATMOSPHERE
The following conditions relevant to the interpretation of emission lines are typical of the outer atmospheres of giant star later than K0:
(i) The electron density N e -5 x 10 8 to 5 x 10 9 cm -3 (Stencel et al. 1981 , adjusted using the new atomic data of Lennon et al. 1985) ; (ii) The electron temperature T e^2 x 10 4 K (the hottest line positively identified is Si iii]2 1892, no Civ A1550 is observed); (iii) The important components of the EUV radiation field are the stellar continuum (assumed to be roughly blackbody with a radiation temperature 7^ < 7^=^ 4300 K), and the strong chromospheric emission lines;
(iv) Non-thermal line broadening velocities fr~10km s -1 , i.e. the order of the sound speed, (from the Oi column density measurement), giving a mass column density m^2xl0~2gcm~2.
Under these conditions the excitation of the atoms in the emission regions can be computed with sufficient accuracy to allow the determination of useful emission measure and column density constraints from the observed fluxes. The actual emission regions will have varying values of N e , b and other parameters but the initial use of single values to analyse all emission lines cannot be avoided in the absence of other determinations.
EFFECT OF MASS MOTIONS ON THE ATOMIC RATE EQUATIONS
Since iV e^5 xl0 9 cm" 3 , Brown et al. (1980) pointed out that the recombination times r rec^2 x 10 3 s may be long enough that the bulk motions of the stellar outer atmosphere will carry the ions to regions of considerably different densities and/or tempertures. Although one cannot examine the effects of a temperature gradient a priori, the effects of density gradients have been investigated by assuming that contributions to the line fluxes come from regions with linear dimension ^// hyd , the isothermal hydrostatic scale height (-ICT 2 /?* in <2Boo for T e =10 4 K).
This assumption is confirmed a posteriori from the analysis below. These effects are found to be unimportant over the regions where the line flux is created, so that throughout all of this work one can safely calculate the N y using the equilibrium atomic rate equations. Such effects will, however, be important further out in the stellar wind where optically thick emission lines are scattered and where some redward asymmetry will be produced. This may affect the calculation of mass-loss rates based on the asymmetric profiles (e.g. Drake & Linksy 1984; Drake 1985) and deserves further attention. This may also explain the finding of Drake & Linsky that the wind of ¿rBoo is mainly ionized on the basis that scattering is observed in the Mgn22800 emission lines but not in the Mg i2 2852 resonance line, because the Mg ion balance may be 'frozen' into the flow in a region where N(Mgu)>N(Mgi).
IMPORTANCE OF PHOTO-PROCESSES
As a consequence of the low particle densities encountered in the outer atmospheres of cool giant stars, the rates due to radiative processes in the atomic rate equations can become more important than collisional rates (e.g. see review by Jordan & Judge 1984) . Accidental fluorescence through overlapping of line profiles leads to clearly observable consequences in the emitted spectrum but the effects of photoionization are less immediately obvious. Line overlapping depends sensitively on the details of the radiative transfer and therefore is not addressed in this work.
Photoionization
In the solar chromosphere A e -10 11 cm" 3 (e.g. Vernazza, Avrett & Loeser 1973), which is sufficiently large for collisions with electrons to dominate in ionization and recombination processes and in the state of excitation and emergent spectra of the majority of atomic species. In cool giants, however, the photospheric EUV spectrum and strong EUV emission lines (mainly H Lya) lead to photoionization rates for neutrals which are greater than the density-dependent ionization and recombination rates, so that the dominant stage of ionization \s singly ionized. This 134 P. G. Judge a Lyor refers to photoionization by H Lyor, BB refers to blackbody photoionization. b or r refers to radiative recombinations, or di to dielectronic recombinations, and or NS to 'low temperature' dielectronic recombinations (Nussbaumer & Storey 1983 , 1985 .
is a general result for all low-gravity cool stars because Ly a) ^aTi if in this part of the H-R diagram (e.g. Haisch, Linksy & Basri 1980). The relative importance of photoionization enables lines of singly ionized ions to be formed at lower temperatures and hence much higher column densities and emission measures than where collisional ionization dominates, and the important consequences of this will become evident in Section 6. A full examination of all important ionization and recombination processes has therefore been made and the relevant data used are listed in Section 5.4. To illustrate the effects of photoionization Table 7 gives a summary of ion balance calculations under typical conditions in a Boo.
The effects of radiative transfer in lines
The optical depths in Table 5 indicate that r 0 >l for the observed permitted transitions, so that the effects of self-absorption on the integrated fluxes F* must be investigated. In future work ab initio calculations in a self-consistent model will be made, but semi-empirical methods must be used to find an initial model. Equation (3) can be applied to optically thin lines or to lines which can be shown to be effectively thin (scattering without destruction of photons). A line is effectively thin when AjiPji^e, where e is the rate at which an atom in level j leaves this level by means other than by radiative decay in the transition j^i. Hence the escape probability Pji and £ are required for the lines of interest.
Methods and approximations for P ;7 have been reviewed by Rybicki (1984) . Adopting initially a mean column density of |A H^ = 10 22 cm _2 (from the Or lines listed in Table 5 ) and b = Skm s" 1 , estimates of and £ show that all lines remain effectively thin except H Ly a. The effectively thin approximation is therefore valid for all observed emission lines except WLya Constraints on a Boo 135 since 10 22 cm~2 is probably an upper limit to the column densities at which most of the emission lines are formed (confirmed a posteriori). One concludes that emission-measure loci computed using (4) and (5) will therefore be reliable for all lines listed below except HLy# whose locus will be a lower limit only.
ATOMIC MODELS
In this section the atomic models used in computing the level populations of the 'diagnostic' emission lines are discussed. In most cases atomic terms and their associated multiplets are treated ignoring the effects of fine structure, since the atomic data are generally unavailable for such a treatment. Using the integrated flux of an entire multiplet also removes any errors which may occur by transfer of radiation amongst the individual lines in optically thick multiplets. The energy of the terms are ^-weighted averages of the energies of the levels given in Bashkin & Stonor (1975 . Most of the lines are formed in the coronal approximation so that the populations are determined mainly by the collision strength Q and the ion balance, with errors typically 20 per cent and often <10 per cent.
A summary of the data used in the ion balance calculations is given in Table 7 . This lists the ion fractions of all ions of interest under the above conditions (i)-(vi) above, at a representative electron temperature T e =6000K, a photoionizing flux consisting of the photospheric EUV continuum assumed (as a first approximation) to be a blackbody with 7^-3300 K< 7^ and the observed HLya flux.
Unless stated to the contrary, the recombination coefficients of Aldrovandi & Pequignot (1973 (1983, 1985) for 'low temperature' dielectronic recombination, even though it may not be entirely appropriate to apply their low-density results to the density regime considered here. The effects of charge transfer with hydrogen ions have been included when important. The atomic data used for the emission measure calculations are listed in Table 8 , and the data for the column density measurements are given in Table 9 . The important points of the adopted models are now discussed.
Hydrogen
Owing to the very large optical depths in the Lyman lines and continuum when f N H dh = 10 22 cm~2 and ¿><10km s -1 [r o (Lyman-âr)~10 8 , r(continuum edge)~10 4 ], the analysis of the excitation state of hydrogen (and hence the state of the emitting plasma) properly requires a full solution of the radiative transfer/statistical equilibrium equations in a complete model atmosphere. Given that such models are the aim of the present study, an approximate solution has been adopted where the hydrogen ion balance has been taken from the AL model chromosphere. In the cases where Lyman-ar governs the excitation of other atomic species, the observed HLy a flux has been used in the atomic calculations. This represents a lower limit because of scattering in the interstellar medium. To derive approximate emission measures from the HLy a flux the atomic model adopted includes only the n = l, 2 shells but including the fine structure, in order to investigate 2-photon continuum emission (Is^^-^ls^^)-This may contribute to the observed EUV continuum and the radiative losses when r o (Lya)~10 8 , since then the net rate of decay of the n = 2 levels, P. G. Judge Table 8 . Atomic data used for the emission-measure calculations. Unless specified to the contrary, the energies tabulated are g-weighted means of the energies of the levels given by Bashkin & Stonor (1975) for each multiplet. This means that the wavelengths given differ slightly from the usual 'straight' wavelength means. The collision stengths (Q) and oscillator strengths (g/) are sums over lines in multiplets.
HYDROGEN: n=l f 2 levels including fine structure.
Level Dufton et al. (1978) . This was used by Nussbaumer & Schild (1979) and does not differ significantly from the more recent calculations of Keenan et al. (1984) . g/from Nussbaumer & Storey (1978) . Kingston et al. (1983) . c gf from Dufton et al. (1983) . d Q from populations of Dufton & Kingston (1985) . e Q from Brown, Ferraz & Jordan (1984 Baluja, Burke & Kingston (1981) . hgffrom lifetime measurement of Kwong et al. (1984) . c gf from compilation of Wiese, Smith & Miles (1969) .
References/ Notes a,b a, c a 138 P. G. Judge Table 9 . Atomic data for column density constraints. Only the atomic data necessary for a correct interpretation of the relative fluxes of the opacity sensitive lines of C i and O i are presented. No attempt has been made here to account for the absolute fluxes of all the observed lines (this is deferred until paper III). The data for the Si emission lines is discussed fully in paper III and is not presented here. which are coupled strongly to each other by proton collisions, is effectively reduced to that of the 2-photon emission process (see Drake & Ulrich 1981 ). This has not previously been discussed in the context of late-type stars. The collision/oscillator strengths used are given in Table 7 . Above 10 4 K the hydrogen ion balance is taken from House (1964), based on ionization and recombination with electrons only.
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The oscillator strength ratios in the atomic model used to derive column densities from the opacity sensitive ratios of Ci in Table 5 Storey (1984) had been used then the column densities derived from the ratios would be -20 per cent higher, this difference is not a major source of error. The ion fraction N(C\)/N{C) depends sensitively on the balance between photoionization from the ^ and l S terms by H Lya, and radiative recombinations. The resulting uncertainties in the ion balance calculations therefore limit the accuracy of the C i column density measurements, but are unlikely to make order of magnitude differences. Since Ci g/'s are well determined it is unfortunate that the ion balance is uncertain.
To derive E m (T c ) loci from the C ii fluxes only the three lowest terms of C n have been included in the model atom. All others lie too high to be excited by electron collisions when A^lO^cm -3 and r e^2 xl0 4 K. new multiplet collision strengths calculated by Hayes & Nussbaumer (1984) have been used which remove previous observed discrepancies in the J F(A2325)/F(21335) flux ratios (Brown ei tf/. 1980; Stencel etal. 1981) . The total collision strengthof the2 2325 multiplet of Hayes & Nussbaumer does not differ significantly from the new calculations of Lennon et al. (1985) taking into account the fine structure. Using the work of Hayes & Nussbaumer the relative contribution of dielectronic recombination to the excitation of À1335 is negligible by several orders of magnitude when T e^2 xl0 4 K.
The major source of uncertainty in the E m (T e ) loci is in the fraction N(Cii)/N(C), which (for the reasons given above) is quite sensitive to temperature, density and the HLytf photoionizing flux below 10 4 K. Otherwise the excitation of the lines of Cn should be well modelled.
The excitation of Cm] lines at low temperatures has been discussed by Nussbaumer & Schild (1979) whose calculations show that when jV e -10 9 cm -2 and T e :^2 xl0 4 K the only line with a significant flux is 21908.73. Therefore just a two-level atom has been adopted here ignoring the [Cm] magnetic quadrupole line at 21906.68. The Cii/Cmion balance depends mainly upon electron collisional ionization and radiative recombination. The rates compiled by Shull & Van Steenberg (1982) were used. The 'low temperature' dielectronic rate is an order of magnitude smaller than the radiative recombination rate for T e^2 x 10 4 K. Charge transfer ionization of C n by He i occurs at a rate -30 per cent of the electron collisional rate (Butler, Heil & Dalgarno 1980) , but this was not included since it is a secondary effect and the He ion balance has not been treated here. Charge transfer with hydrogen ions was shown by Butler, Heil & Dalgarno to have even smaller rates, and so is neglected.
Oxygen
The transition probabilities for the opacity sensitive line ratios221304.86/1641.3 have been taken from Garstang (1961). They are based on intermediate coupling calculations using only a few configurations in the wavefunction expansion. Garstang's gf oí the whole 21304 multiplet agrees to within 5 per cent with the experimental value recommended by Pradhan & Saraph (1977) , and with their own calculation which includes much more elaborate and reliable wavefunctions. However, Garstang's gf oí the 21641.3 transition important here is probably an underestimate (possibly by up to a factor of 5) because Zeippen, Seaton & Morton (1977) showed that the g/s for 221355.6 and 1358.5 intersystem transitions (their values have been used here) were substantially underestimated by Garstang. This results from considerable mixing from other terms via 140 P. G. Judge configuration interaction and via relativistic terms in the Hamiltonian which were not included by Garstang.
The O i/O ii ion balance is totally dominated by charge transfer ionization/recombination with Hii/Hi. Adopting the charge-transfer rates of Field & Steigman (1971) (which agree well with the more detailed quantal calculations at r e^1 0 3 K of Chambaud etal. (1980) and with other theoretical and observational studies), charge transfer processes dominate all others by >4 orders of magnitude when r e^1 0 4 K. Thus the charge transfer processes are in detailed balance so that:
/V(On) 9 A(Hn)
Thus, once gf(À 1641.3) has been reliably determined, the OIÀÀ 1304.86/1641.30 line ratio will be the most reliable column density diagnostic in cool low-gravity stars, because hydrogen is certainly predominantly neutral where the O i lines are formed. It may be possible to calculate gf(A 1641.3) by using the wavefunctions obtained by Zeippen et al. (1977) or by conducting an experiment along the lines of Tozzi et al. (1983) .
Magnesium
The low ionization potential of Mgi (7.646 eV, i 0 =1620Â) allows easy photoionization by a blackbody continuum with 7^ = 3300 K using the photoionization cross section of Preses et al. (1984) (see Table 7 ). The Mgii/Mgmion balance does not affect the present work but is dominated by electron collisions since the effects of charge transfer with H ions is negligible (rate ~10 -15 cm 3 s -1 , Butler & Dalgarno 1980) . The electron collisional rates given by Shull & Van Steenberg (1982) were adopted. The collision strength of Mendoza (1981) for the h and /c lines in a two-level atom has been used to compute the excitation. Lemaire & Gouttebroze (1983) used a 13 level atom to examine the effects of a ULya pumping route in the Sun and found it to be unimportant. Scaling from solar conditions using the H Lyß flux in a Boo of Haisch et al. (1977) the route is also unimportant in exciting the h and k lines in cool giant stars, because F^Mgu^F^ULy^^F^HLyß). However, some of the Mg n cascade transitions down from the level excited by H Lyß lie within the LWR wavelength range of IUE. Estimates show that these may provide a check on the H Ly/? pump model for the O i resonance lines (Haisch et al. 1977) , if they can be observed. This point deserves further attention.
The Mg 12 2852 resonance line has an emission core in a Boo (Carpenter et al. 1985b ) which can be accounted for by recombinations, and which should provide an additional observational constraint (paper III).
Aluminium
Al I, like Mg I, is easily ionized and again under conditions (i)-(vi) in Section 5.1 the dominant ion is singly ionized. Aim becomes dominant around 7' e =5xl0 4 K (Landini & Monsignori Fossi 1972) , and is therefore unimportant here. Radiative and dielectronic recombination rates have been taken from Aldrovandi & Pequignot (1974) . Charge transfer with hydrogen ions is negligible (Dalgarno 1954) . The lines of interest here are A1 n]22669.17 and A1 n21670.79. The latter line is strong in the Sun but undetected in cool giants and supergiants. The adopted atomic model includes the recent accurate Alii] collision strength of Tayal, Burke & Kingston (1984) , which is a factor of 2 Constraints on a Boo 141 smaller than that scaled by Brown et al. (1984) (Table 7) . Some emission lines of Si i are present in the LWR spectra (e.g. Carpenter et al. 1985b ) and perhaps21888 in the SWP spectra (also seen inß Gru -paper II), but no analysis of these is attempted here. They are almost certainly formed by recombinations (paper III). The oscillator strengths of Dufton et al. (1983) are adopted in the model atom for the Sin]22335 and Siii/U 1814, 1530 multiplets. The values of g/(22335) and g/(21530) are in agreement with other theoretical and experimental determinations (Dufton & Kingston 1985) , but g/(21814) is uncertain by an order of magnitude owing to the severe cancellation of radial integrals encountered in the configuration interaction calculations of Dufton et al. and earlier work.
The most reliable multiplet collision strengths Q(3s 2 3p 2 P-3s 2 3p 4 P, 22335) and Q(3s 2 3p 2 P-3s 2 3p 2 D) are from Kingston et al. (1983) , but Q(3s 2 3p 2 P-3s 2 3p 2 D, 21814) has only recently been calculated (Dufton & Kingston 1985) . The populations tabulated by Dufton & Kingston give Q(2 2335) = 16 at 10 4 K, a factor of ~7x larger than the preliminary estimate of Tully used by Brown et al. (1984) . This new value is used here and it removes the discrepancy of 7^(22335)// r (21814) noted by Brown et al. (1984) in TTau. [As discussed in Section 4.1 there may be some problems with the fine-structure collision strengths in the 2 2335 multiplet, and further observational work with IUE (perhaps with the archives) is required to elucidate the problem. However, this does not affect the emission measures derived here.] The Siii/Simion balance is strongly affected by charge transfer with ions of H and He (Bahúnas & Butler 1980) . In the cool giants this has an important effect on the emission measures for the Si m lines since there is a considerable contribution to their flux at temperatures as low as 2xl0 4 K. This leads to valuable upper limits on the emission measures around T e =2xl0 4 K for cool low-gravity stars.
Sulphur
In order to derive column density constraints the oscillator strengths compiled by Wiese, Smith & Miles (1969) have been adopted. These constraints are, however, accurate only to any order of magnitude because the ion fraction N(S i)/A(S) depends on the photoionization rate from the 3p 4 l D term ( 2 Z)° parent) to the 3p 34 S {) continuum by Why a. This process occurs through the autoionization of terms of the 2 D {) parent, below the 2 D° photoionization threshold, into the 4 5
,° continuum. No experimental or theoretical determinations of the required photoionization cross-section are available, so as a first estimate a value of 5xl0 -18 cm 2 has been adopted, this being the cross-section for the equivalent process in neutral carbon. This will be discussed in paper III together with a fuller analysis of the atomic data and spectra of neutral sulphur.
*See note added in proof. 
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The E m (T c ) loci in Fig. 2 for Mgn, Sin], Alii] and Cu] show that their fluxes may be simultaneously accounted for by an emission region with temperatures r e <8000K. These loci show that the bulk of the line flux is formed where T e <10 4 K<T m [T m = the temperature at which the g(T e ) function of the line is a maximum]. Under these conditions one cannot proceed further with the usual methods of emission-measure analysis since the lines are formed in regions of only partially ionized material where the emission measure is increasing steeply towards lower temperatures. Defining a 'mean temperature of line formation' from the overlap of g(T e ) loci (as done for C n] and C n by Brown & Carpenter 1984) is then not useful and will probably be misleading, since contributions to the line fluxes will come from separate regions of the atmosphere of very different ionizations.
The Cn] locus increases rapidly with N e^1 0 9 cm~3 since then Cn rapidly recombines making N(Ci)^N(Cn) and also the upper levels of the A 2325 multiplet become collisionally de-excited. If photoionization of C i by H Lya had been neglected then the C n] locus would lie significantly (^2dex) higher when Tg^SOOOK than the others whose ion balance is dominated by photospheric photoionization. The coincidence of this locus with the others therefore confirms that Af e -5xl0 9 cm~3 to within a factor of 2, giving independent support for the Lennon et al.
( 1985) C ii] atomic data, provided that the adopted abundances of Lambert & Ries (1981) and the HLya photoionizing flux are correct to within the same factor. The loci for Sin A1814 and CnA1335 show that their line fluxes require material with r e^8 000K. The absolute value of the Sin locus agrees well with the others and so provides confirmation of the new collision strength Q (A 1814) of Dufton & Kingston (1985) .
HLya has two loci in Fig. 3 , labelled according to the hydrogen column density used to compute the emission measures in the 'mean escape probability approximation' (Collin-Souffrin et al. 1981) . When jNndh = 10 22 cm~2 (the Oi measurement) the line is so optically thick that photons are either collisionally destroyed or they are emitted in the 2-photon transition 2s 2 Si/ 2 -1s 2 S 1 /2 (the n = 2 levels are strongly coupled by collisions with protons). This is why this E m locus is a factor of 10 higher than the zero column density (effectively thin) limit. The higher excitation energy of H Lya implies that it will be formed at higher temperatures and (assuming the temperature increases outwards) lower column densities than 10 22 cm~2 where the Oi lines are formed. The two loci shown therefore provide upper and lower limits for the actual emission measure locus. Since the effectively thin locus lies not more than -0.3 dex below the others it is concluded that interstellar absorption has removed of the flux from the line and confirms the validity of using the observed H Lya flux as a first approximation to compute photoionization rates in the other atomic models.
Above 10 (ii) if the feature is not due to C m] then there is no evidence from the IUE spectra for material with T' e^: 5xl0 4 K, since, as discussed above, Sim] can be formed at lower temperatures.
O 'Brien & Lambert (1979) observed the He i A10830 emission line in a Boo and it may be possible to use this line to examine material with T , e^: 10 4 K. This will be examined in a future 144 P. G. Judge paper. Nevertheless, the absolute values of the E m (T e ) loci above 10 4 K certainly do show that, compared to the Sun, or Boo has at least an order of magnitude less material at transition-region temperatures (^5xl0 4 K) relative to that at chromospheric temperatures (-6000 K).
Loci from the upper limits to the fluxes of other unobserved lines marked in Fig. 3 (e.g. Si m] A 1206.5) are consistent with those derived from the observed fluxes because they lie above those shown in the figure, except for the locus for the unobserved line A1 nA 1670. This suggests that the collision strength based on the oscillator strength, which should be accurate only to within a factor 2, is an over-estimate by at least a similar factor. Fig. 4 shows the column densities / iV H dh required to account for the optical depths deduced from the line ratios listed in Table 5 . (Some ratios have been omitted since their limits do not further constrain the loci shown.) From the discussion in Section 3.3 the adopted value of b -Skm s -1 , based on the observed linewidths of lines of neutral species, should be reliable to within a factor of 2. Solid lines mark those loci determined by the escape probability method of Section 4.3 (errors -factor 2), dashed lines those loci for lines with limits on r 0 (^l). As discussed in Section 5.4.3 the locus of OiAA 1304.9/1641.3 is probably an upper limit because of the uncertain value of gf(À 1641.3). The locus of O (i 21335.9) = 1 therefore provides an empirical lower limit to the Oi221304.9/1641.3 locus and hence gives an upper limit to g/(21641.3), assuming (i) that g/(21355.6) is reliable, and (ii) that the221304.9/1641.3 lines are formed at column densities^those at which the21355.9 lines are formed. Paper III shows that (ii) is a valid assumption, but further work on the Oi intersystem oscillator strengths would be valuable. At present an error of -0.5dex seems appropriate for these loci.
COLUMN DENSITIES
The locus for C i21657.4/21993.6 has errors of -0.5 dex because of the uncertain ion fraction N(Ci)/N(C). All other loci must be regarded as order of magnitude estimates because of the various uncertainties in atomic data discussed in Section 5.
Given the estimated errors, all the loci are consistent with each other. Also shown in Fig 
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densities of the Oi and Ci lines indicate that these lines are formed at r e -5000-6000 K. This provides an important constraint to be satisfied by proposed excitation mechanisms of these lines, and is consistent with the work of Haisch et al. (1977) who accounted for the strength of the OI resonance lines in terms of a Bowen (1947) fluorescent pumping mechanism by H hyß using the AL chromosphere. At higher temperatures [>8000 K from the E m (T e ) loci] the lower limit r 0 =l locus of Si UÀ1808 may provide a useful check on model atmospheres when the oscillator strengths are better determined.
It is concluded that the column density measurements given in Fig. 4 are consistent with each other and with the AL chromosphere, although the current errors are quite large. The above constraints will be used in paper III to examine the excitation mechanisms of the lines of neutral species.
EMPIRICAL CONSTRAINTS APPLIED TO THE AYRES AND LINSKY MODEL CHROMOSPHERE
There are basically three ways in which the constraints derived above can easily be used to make critical comparisons with the AL model chromosphere without recourse to a full solution of the radiative transfer and statistical equilibrium equations:
(i) the distribution of emitting material as as function of temperature can be examined using the emission measure loci and absolute fluxes;
(ii) the observed linewidths can (approximately) be compared to those predicted by the model; (iii) the electron densities in the model can be compared to the Cn] measurement.
One cannot address the problem of the line shifts because the model is hydrostatic and plane parallel, nor can one utilize the column density measurements without the presently unavailable knowledge of the excitation mechanisms of the lines involved. Points (i)-(iii) are now discussed.
The distribution of emitting material as a function of temperature
The AL model chromosphere is based on the calibrated profiles of the C\\H and K and Mgn h and k emission lines, which are formed at 7^8000 K. Therefore one cannot expect the model to account for emission-line fluxes formed predominantly at higher temperatures (the model extends only to 10 4 K anyway).
The coincidence of the E m (T e ) loci of Alii], Sin] and Cn] in Fig. 2 with Mgn below 8000K indicates that the AL model should also be able to reproduce the observed fluxes in these lines. The other loci in Fig. 2 suggest that the model might be able to account for the fluxes of Si UÀ1814 and Cn21335, but that it will not account for the flux of Siiii]21892.
In order to compute the emission line fluxes from the AL model, the atomic models listed in Section 5 were adopted, and fluxes were computed in the Tocal escape probability' approximation of line transfer (see Collin-Souffrin et al. 1981) , in the semi-infinite regime. This assumes that all of the flux created at any depth in the model escapes in the outward direction, on the assumption that optical depths are sufficiently large in the inward direction that all of the flux created eventually escapes outwards. For lines which remain optically thin down to the temperature minimum of the AL model this overestimates fluxes by a factor of 2. The excitation calculations included the observed HLyar flux to photoionize Ci and Sii.
Results are tabulated in Table 10 , which shows that the predictions from the emission measure loci are correct: the AL model successfully accounts for the fluxes ofC n], Si n] and Al n], to within a factor of 2. The factor 1.5 difference in the Mgn h and k flux is largely attributable to the different abundances used by AL but there may also be a difference due to the approximation 146 P. G. Judge Table 10 . Observed and computed fluxes in the Ayres & Linsky model of a Boo. Fluxes have been computed using the atomic models of Section 5 in the semi-infinite local escape probability approximation (see text). ro(T min ) is the optical depth at line centre at the mass column density of the temperature minimum of the AL model -when this is ^1 the semi-infinite approximation will overestimate the fluxes by a factor 2. Underlined model fluxes show those lines whose fluxes differ by more than a factor 2 from the observed fluxes. 
Multiplet
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In order to demonstrate the range of temperatures over which the emission lines are formed in the AL model, the fractional contributions to the total flux of the emission lines between the depth points in the AL model are plotted in Fig. 5 : owing to the substantial fraction of singly charged ions even at temperature -4000K because of photoionization, the near-UV (i.e. low excitation) emission lines ofC n], Si n], A1 n] and Mg n can have large contributions to the observed flux at temperatures as low as 5000 K. This important result basically comes from the low electron density in or Boo and therefore applies to other late-type giant stars. (In dwarf stars like the Sun these lines would therefore be expected to be formed at higher temperatures since the higher electron densities tend to make the neutral the dominant ion fraction at significantly higher temperatures.) The near-UV emission lines are therefore formed in regions where hydrogen is predominantly neutral. This has important consequences for the interpretation of the Cn] and Cn fluxes in terms of the geometric extent of the emission region (Section 6.3.4) .
One concludes that the AL model has a mass column density m ( T e ) and ionization structure as a function of temperature which can satisfactorily account for the fluxes of all the diagnostic emission lines formed primarily below ~8000K. Above ~8000K it may be possible to adjust m(T e ) to reproduce the observed fluxes in the emission lines formed above 8000 K, retaining the constraint of hydrostatic equilibrium.
Linewidths
To compare the linewidths of optically thick lines with those from the AL model properly requires an accurate solution of the radiative transfer and statistical equilibrium equations. This has not been attempted here, and in any case the profiles of these lines may be significantly distorted by scattering in the circumstellar shell.
From Section 3.3 it is clear that the observed widths of most of the lines are consistent with the non-thermal motions of the AL model, i.e. both have 6^10 km s -1 . Only with higher resolution spectra will more information become available on motions in the chromosphere of a Boo with smaller velocities. The linewidths of the Cii]/12325 multiplet and Aln]22670 are, however, considerably larger than those in the AL model and give 6-20 km s -1 . In a spherically symmetric model the absolute fluxes show that these lines must be formed in the same regions of the atmosphere as Sin]22350.17 (6-13 km s -1 ), where all of these lines are optically thin. The most likely cause of these differences is inhomogeneities (c/. Ayres et al. 1986 , to be published). The geometric extent of regions producing the C n] lines can be estimated by allowing for the 'bloating' effect of the non-thermal motions. This is A/f-0.27?^, roughly twice the extent of the AL model, so that the region cannot be far from hydrostatic equilibrium.
The electron density
The emergent fluxes of the lines of the C n]2 2325 multiplet, using the AL model chromosphere, yield Af e =2xl0 9 cm -3 , a factor of 2.5 less than that deduced from the observed ratio Ri. Given that the AL model is a one component, plane parallel hydrostatic chromosphere, the comparison of the observed and predicted electron densities coupled with the success of the model in accounting for the absolute fluxes suggests the following possibilities:
(i) the emission region may be more highly ionized at a given mass column density because of higher kinetic temperatures and/or radiation temperatures (particularly in the Balmer continuum) than those of Ayres & Linsky; (ii) the emission region may be inhomogeneous with average pressures close to the Ayres & Linsky model but with regions of high electron density contributing most to the observed C n] 148 P. G. Judge fluxes. If the atmosphere is 'bloated' by the additional pressure of non-thermal motions (Section 6.3.2) then the average density will be lower and this inhomogeneity will be more marked. Evidence for inhomogeneities low in the chromosphere of or Boo was found by Heasley et al. (1978) who required a lower temperature component in addition to the AL model to account for the strength of CO bands in the infrared, and is also suggested by models of the fluorescent CO lines observed in the SWP region (Ayres et al. 1986 , to be published). Both of the above possibilities are consistent with the other observational constraints, therefore it is not possible to discount either of them at this stage.
One concludes that the AL model is a reasonable approximation to the emission region below 8000 K, within the limits imposed by the present constraints.
6.3. 4 The geometric extent of the emission regions in a Boo and other late-type stars Following Stencel et al. (1981 ), Carpenter et al. (1985a examined the C n] and C n emission lines in a sample of late-type stars including a Boo both to the right and left of the 'corona/wind division' in the H-R diagram. They conclude that the emission regions of non-coronal stars must be geometrically extended to roughly a stellar radius (i.e. a factor of 10 larger than the hydrostatic AL model in the case of a Boo). Since this is a result of importance both to the general structure of chromospheres and also mass loss across the H-R diagram, the assumptions of Carpenter et al. In Section 6.1 it was shown on the basis of all available E m (T e ) loci that the Cn] and Cn multiplets are formed over different ranges of temperature. A 'mean' 7 e deduced using (ii) above therefore has little meaning. For the same reason /N Cn N c dh deduced using (iii) will also have little meaning since the C n] multiplet is formed over a broad range of predominantly lower temperatures than this T c . Applying equation (9) using one T e will therefore overestimate E m .
However, the largest error is made by assuming (iv), since it was shown in Sections 6.1 and 6.3.1 that the C n] emission lines are formed in a region where hydrogen is predominantly neutral, i.e. N Un <tN H , but where N Cu -N c owing to the photoionization of Ci by HLyor. Thus the denominator of equation (9) for the non-coronal stars has been substantially underestimated by Carpenter ti al. (1985a) , leading them incorrectly to the conclusion that the atmospheres of these stars are geometrically extended significantly above the hydrostatic extent. The difference in the geometric thicknesses derived for the coronal and non-coronal stars pointed out by Carpenter et al. (1985a) is therefore solely a result of the large contribution to the CnÀ2325 flux from regions Constraints on a Boo 149 which are predominantly neutral in the stars of low chromospheric electron densities. The Cn emission lines in the higher gravity 'coronal' stars (like the Sun) are formed at higher temperature where the 'mean ionization ratio' is more accurate -the higher electron densities make the ratio N C JN C tend towards collisional ionization equilibrium. Further evidence that the emission regions are not significantly extended comes from the observed linewidths. To support an emitting region extending to a stellar radius by the passage of waves requires non-thermal velocities of the order of the escape velocity (~140kms~l for or Boo). The observed linewidths are at least a factor of 5 smaller than this.
The conclusions derived here are not in conflict with the large geometric extents of cool giant stars of several stellar radii recently measured using radio continuum observations (Drake & Linsky 1986 ) since the radio emission has optical depth unity at significantly lower emission measures than those where the UV emission lines are created. It may also be consistent with the 'extended chromosphere' models of Drake & Linsky (1983a) based on Mg n h and k emission-line profiles, since their model profiles are sensitive to material again with lower column densities further out in the atmosphere than those where the UV fluxes are created. There appears to be some confusion in the literature resulting from the term 'extended chromosphere': it is proposed here that, as far as the UV emission lines are concerned one simply has a 'flux creation' region where most of the line flux of a given line is generated and a 'scattering' region higher in the atmosphere (or 'wind') where optically thick lines are resonantly scattered. Thus, there is no evidence that the flux creation regions of cool giants are significantly extended, unlike the mounting evidence that the scattering regions are extended.
Conclusions
In this paper methods for analysing empirically the emission lines formed in the outer atmospheres of late-type low-gravity stars have been presented and applied to the K2III star or Boo. They are based on the interpretation of absolute fluxes and profiles of lines observed with the IUE satellite at high resolution using the best currently available atomic data. This is the first comprehensive analysis of these 'diagnostic' emission lines and it has lead to a clearer understanding of the formation of such lines in a late-type giant star. The main conclusions of this work are as follows:
(i) Atomic processes must be carefully examined when interpreting the emission lines in cool stars of low gravity, and proper account must be taken of the important effects of radiative processes in the low-density (V c~5 xl0 8 -5 xlO 9 cm -3 ) emission regions in these stars. In particular the strong H Lyor emission-line photoionizes C i and Si i and thus plays a vital role in analysing the important lines of Ci, Cn and Sin.
(ii) Using the best available IUE observations a self-consistent set of constraints has been derived for the outer atmosphere of or Boo. The consistency of the emission-measure loci supports the uncertain electron density and photoionization rates used in the excitation calculations, and also confirms for the first time the values of some recent theoretical atomic collision strengths. The loci show that the emission lines are formed over temperatures which are somewhat lower than those at which they would be formed in a solar-type chromosphere and transition region, and show no evidence for material with 7 c^5 xl0 4 K. Column density constraints from line ratios are also self-consistent, but the uncertainties are quite large at present.
(iii) The chromospheric model of a Boo by Ayres & Linsky (1975) satisfies the constraints derived below 8000 K surprisingly well given its simplicity, and suggests that the emission region at these temperatures has a structure not far from that of the hydrostatic model. The major 150 P. G. Judge differences are in the electron density and some optically thin linewidths which both are a factor 2-3 smaller in the model than observed. Above 8000 K the model has insufficient material to account for the observed fluxes, as expected.
(iv) Adopting the Ayres & Linsky model as a reasonable starting point from which to examine the formation of the emission lines formed below 8000 K in a Boo, it was shown that the (near-UV) low-excitation lines of Cn], Sin] and Alii] are formed over a wide range of temperatures between 4000 and 8000 K, i.e. where hydrogen is predominantly neutral. From this it was demonstrated that the large geometric extent of the C n] emission region of a stellar radius derived by Carpenter et al. (1985a) using the observed Cn] and Cn fluxes, results entirely from their oversimplified excitation model. There is no evidence of an extended emission region around a Boo on the basis of the IUE spectra. The linewidths observed with IUE provide a dynamical upper limit to the extent of such an emission region of roughly twice the extent of the Ayres & Linsky model, i.e. A0.27?^.
(v) Since a Boo hs IUE spectra typical of giant stars between K0 and M5 in the H -R diagram, then the above conclusions almost certainly apply to all such stars, and have been tested for aTau and /?Gru (paper II).
There are several areas where future work would be valuable following this paper:
(i) Better determinations of atomic data would be useful in improving the present observational constraints, especially (a) oscillator and collision strengths for lines within the Si ii A 2335 multiplet which are density sensitive, (b) a reliable oscillator strength for Oi]A 1641.30, (c) a collision strength for the A1iiA1670 transition.
(ii) The UV continua of late-type giant stars observed with the SWP camera of IUE may provide additional constraints in the deeper parts of the emission regions (Stickland & Sanner 1981) . A study is currently in progress using the IUE scattering profile of Basri (1985, private communication) with spectra of örTau (K5III), together with the atomic models of Section 5.4 and constraints derived in paper III.
(iii) The next stage is to make an ab initio model extending the work of Ayres & Linsky (1975) , to try to reproduce both the fluxes and profiles of the emission lines, given the atomic data of Section 5.4. This could provide a starting point for examining heating mechanisms, and a lower boundary condition for the stellar wind. If such a model cannot simultaneously reproduce fluxes and profiles then it is likely that the emission region is inhomogeneous up to r e^2 xl0 4 K and multicomponent models must be considered. This would complement the lower temperature inhomogeneities required by Heasley et al. (1978) and suggested by Ayres et al. (1986, to be published) .
(iv) Having derived constraints on the regions where the flux in the emission lines is created, more reliable computations of line profiles in the regions where e.g. the Mgn k line is scattered (i.e. in the 'wind') can now be made, thus yielding more reliable constraints on these regions and hence more accurate mass-loss rates. In particular, the modelling work of Drake (1985) can be tested directly.
(v) Better UV spectra at higher spectral resolution would enable more accurate measurements of the electron density and of line shapes and non-thermal motions. The energy requirements of the emission regions could then be deduced and compared with current theories , a Boo is a clear candidate for observations with the High Resolution Spectrometer on the Space Telescope.
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